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ABSTRACT

There is a substantial body of literature on public understandings of largescale ‘environmental’ phenomena such as climate change and resource degradation. At the same time, political science and economics analyse the governance arrangements to deal with such issues. These realms of research rarely
meet: there has been little research into people’s understandings of the
governance of environmental change. This study adds a psychological perspective to governance research by investigating social representations of
governance that promotes societal change towards sustainability, and related
practices. It examines data from qualitative interviews with sustainabilityinterested people in seven European countries (n = 105). The analysis identiﬁed building blocks of representations suitable as an analytical framework for
future research on governance representations. The diversity of their content
reﬂected a range of pathways to societal change. Representations often
seemed to have a creative function as a guiding vision for individuals’ own
practices, but their wider transformative potential was constrained.
KEYWORDS Community initiatives; environmental governance; grassroots; practices; social

psychology; transition management

Introduction
A missing link between environmental psychology and governance
studies
Recent research has yielded a wealth of insights into public and stakeholder
views on global environmental challenges (albeit mostly for ‘western’ countries). Numerous studies have addressed understandings of climate change
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(Dunlap 1998, Lorenzoni and Pidgeon 2006), ozone depletion (Ungar
2000), invasive species (Selge et al. 2011) and biodiversity management
(Buijs et al. 2008). Focussed surveys elicit acceptance of speciﬁc policy
mechanisms to address these challenges (Dietz et al. 2007, Attari et al.
2009). At the same time and usually disconnected from this body of
literature, economists and political scientists develop and analyse governance arrangements to deal with such issues. Examples include studies on
collective action (Ostrom 1990), adaptive (co-)management (Allen et al.
2011), international conventions (Tompkins and Amundsen 2008) and
transition management (Loorbach 2010).
These two large ﬁelds of research rarely meet: sociological analyses of
discourses (Bäckstrand and Lövbrand 2006) aside, there is little research on
how people perceive, feel about and make sense of the governance of global
environmental change and large-scale sustainability transformations.
Psychological perspectives on environmental governance are still a niche
topic (Castro and Batel 2008, Fischer 2010, Fischer et al. 2011, DeCaro and
Stokes 2013, Schulz et al. 2017), and governance as such – beyond the study
of attitudes towards very speciﬁc policy tools such as taxes – receives little
attention in environmental psychology.
We deﬁne governance as ‘the sum of the many ways individuals and
institutions, public and private, manage their common aﬀairs’ including
both formal, i.e., codiﬁed, and informal mechanismsʼ (Commission on
Global Governance 1995, p. 4) and focus on people’s understandings of
environmental and, more precisely, sustainability governance. We understand societal change towards sustainability as change towards a society that
meets the social, economic and environmental needs of current generations
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs (WCED 1987). Our argument is that a psychological approach to
examining sustainability governance is important and relevant, not least
because people’s understandings will shape their practices, including oneoﬀ behaviour such as voting as well as reactions to governance arrangements in everyday behaviour (e.g. Cichoka and Jost 2014). However, to
date, little research has unpacked and analysed people’s understandings of
environmental governance.
The conceptual frame of our analysis is the theory of social representations (Moscovici 2001). Social representations – ‘webs of interrelated meanings’ (Buijs 2009, p. 74) that people attribute to an object
(here: sustainability governance) – are explicitly conceptualised as
simultaneously social and individual (Buijs et al. 2012) and thus suited
to the analysis of individually expressed understandings in their social
context.
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The perspective of sustainability advocates
Our investigation focuses on people who are generally supportive of sustainability, in particular those who engage proactively in making societal
change happen. The literature labels such sustainability advocates as frontrunners (Loorbach 2010), sustainability pioneers (Belz and SchmidtRiediger 2010), change agents for sustainability (Benn et al. 2014) and
sustainability citizens (Barry 2006).
Sustainability advocates exist in many diﬀerent institutional contexts,
including government (Brown et al. 2013), business (Bendell and Kearins
2005) and civil society (Seyfang et al. 2007, Zapata Campos and Zapata
2017). We concentrate primarily on the latter, in particular on actors in
community-led sustainability initiatives. As these form, to some extent, the
avant-garde (or ‘engine’) of societal change towards sustainability, insights
into their visions and sense-making of sustainability governance will help
us understand their engagement, their expectations, the conﬂicts and obstacles they encounter and the degree to which their work can be translated
onto a systemic level.

Conceptual framing: social representations
Social representations are networks ‘of ideas, metaphors and images, more
or less loosely tied together’ that are socially developed and shared
(Moscovici 2001, p. 153). In their cognitive dimension, social representations reﬂect ideas of the current systems of governance while their normative dimension represents ideas of how sustainability governance ought to
be. Both dimensions may have emotions and practices associated with
them. Representations thus ‘justify value judgements and moral opinions’
and ‘orientate the way members of the group act’ (Wagner and Hayes 2005,
p. 143, 123). Social interactions from the micro- (e.g. family and friends) to
the macro-level (e.g. national media) are the basis of the formation and
change of social representations, but, within any social group, representations are never entirely homogeneous and consensual as they arise from the
interplay between the social and the individual. Scholars have rarely applied
social representation theory to issues of environmental governance (Castro
2012), which is surprising given the theory’s contributions to understanding
social structures and political events (Wagner and Hayes 2005).
A key issue in social representations research, widely implied but rarely
explicitly addressed, concerns the links between representations and practices, i.e. how representations and practices interrelate and potentially shape
each other. From an applied perspective, this amounts to the question
whether understanding social representations helps us to understand behaviour. We focus here on the performative aspect of practices (Warde 2013)
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related to environmental governance, understanding practices broadly as
social patterns of behaviour. Castro and Batel (2008, see also Batel et al.
2016) highlight the complexity of the nexus between representations, practices and change by emphasising the distinction between transcendent and
immanent representations, i.e. representations that exist independent of
practices and those that emerge from practices. They also begin to unpack
the dynamic relationships between the creative potential of transcendent
representations and the emergence and generalisation of (legal) societallevel change. A beneﬁt of studying the perspectives of sustainability advocates, as we do here, is that we can expect the creative aspects of their
representations to be particularly well developed and visible.
While representations are by no means prescriptive of behaviour, as the
literature on gaps between knowledge, attitudes (i.e. elements that are an
inherent part of social representations, Moscovici 2001) and behaviour
illustrates (Kollmus and Aygeman 2002), representations can relate to
practices in a number of ways. First, expectations of how other people
will behave in a given governance setting are likely to inﬂuence one’s own
actions (Fischer et al. 2011), as – in a generic form – proposed by the idea
of a ‘self-fulﬁlling prophecy’ (Merton 1995), and empirically illustrated
through game theoretical approaches (Herrmann et al. 2008). Second,
representations typically include normative dimensions (Wagner and
Hayes 2005, Fischer et al. 2012), which can – to some extent – guide
behaviour. For example, people’s perceptions of the legitimacy of institutional arrangements and their ﬁt with one’s own values inform responses to
these arrangements (Castro and Batel 2008, Glenk and Fischer 2010,
DeCaro and Stokes 2013, Schulz et al. 2017).
However, not only the alignment but also potential misalignment
between representations and practices need to be understood, i.e. the
question of what happens when people’s representations and their behaviour do not coincide. Some people experience their idea of a sustainable
lifestyle and their actual practices to be in conﬂict (Fischer et al. 2012). In
the context of legal innovation, Castro (2012) has highlighted tensions
between people’s governance representations and their own practices. In
such cases, people often employ coping strategies to ease the experience of
contradiction or failure of meeting one’s own expectations (Castro and
Batel 2008, Fischer et al. 2012). We investigate whether such tensions and
coping behaviours also arise when sustainability governance representations
and associated practices are misaligned.
In summary, we focus on three aspects of sustainability governance
representations. First, we aim to better understand the structure of these
representations. Second, we examine their diversity across a range of
cultural and political contexts, and the implications that this diversity
might have for societal change. Third, we explore how our interviewees
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enact their governance representations and what happens in those cases
where representations and practices do not coincide.

Methods
Approach
As part of the EU FP7-funded Project GLAMURS (Green Lifestyles,
Alternative Models and Upscaling Regional Sustainability), we conducted
loosely structured qualitative interviews in study areas in seven European
countries (Table 1). With a multidisciplinary team that included psychologists, political scientists, sociologists, economists and geographers, we
jointly developed an interview guide that combined a small number of
broad questions with optional prompts and probing questions. The guide
included questions on the interviewee’s own behaviours in relation to
sustainability issues in the broadest sense, and whether there was, in the
participant’s view, ‘anything in our society that should change in order to
reduce’ situations where people felt that their behaviour was not sustainable. Probing questions ensured that interviewees had the opportunity to
consider a range of governance perspectives, including the role of governments, other stakeholders, and themselves. In addition, the guide for
members of sustainability initiatives (see below) included questions on
their experience, practices and feelings related to their own involvement
in the initiative.
To complement the data on practices derived from the interviews, we
used information gathered through workshops with the study initiatives
(for details see Omann et al. 2016). These workshops focused on relationships between the focal initiatives and other social actors and were therefore
Table 1. Sample composition.
Country (code)
Austria (A)
Galicia/Spain (E)
Germany (D)
Italy (I)
Netherlands (NL)
Romania (RO)
Scotland/UK
(SCO)
Total, n = 105.

Initiative (n where multiple organisations of the
same kind were included)
Network for organic consumption and production
(‘Bioregion’); energy model region and
cooperative
Organic food consumption cooperative; network
for responsible consumption (clothing)
Transition town movement
Agricultural cooperative
Repair Cafés (3)
Energy initiative
Ecovillages (3)
Student food cooperative
Local authorities (2): sustainability oﬃcers

Interviewees in/
outside initiative
(n)
8/5

Age
range
(years)
45–60

11/4

27–60

10/4
7/8
7/3
5/3
7/8
3/2
4/6

31–61
28–72
40–70
30–60
19–65
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particularly useful to explore the links between representations of these
relationships and their enactment.
Sampling
Our sample was composed of members of the focal sustainability initiatives
(Table 1, n = 62), and other individuals known to us as supportive of
sustainability ideas but not necessarily formally organised (n = 43). In each
of the seven countries, interviewees came from a relatively small, bounded
area, centred around the town or area where the initiative was based.
As the focal initiatives were located in very diﬀerent contexts and
engaged in diﬀerent domains (e.g. food, transport, energy), our sample
included a wide range of diﬀerent socio-demographic and cultural groups.
Most initiatives were to some extent grassroots based, building on the
engagement of ‘ordinary’ citizens. However, their organisational forms
and degree of formalisation varied, ranging from ecovillages and student
co-operatives to a Transition Town and ‘bioregion’. The Scottish case was
an exception in that it included the staﬀ of two Local Authorities, some of
whom had professional roles as sustainability oﬃcers (Table 1). We selected
interviewees who were not members of the focal initiatives such that they
provided contrast and diversity in terms of their lifestyles and other sociocultural variables, while still being generally supportive of the sustainability
idea.
Data analysis
We started our analysis with a joint exploration that identiﬁed themes
recurring across study areas. We then developed a shared coding framework which we extensively tested in all study areas and test-coded each
other’s transcripts (language permitting) to make sure that all coders understood the coding categories in a similar way.
Each team then coded their transcripts (the Galician team coded audiorecordings) using computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software
(NVivo or Atlas.ti) – again, we conducted training and exchange sessions
to ensure all coders used the software in a similar way – and wrote detailed
analytical summaries. Based on these summaries, we reﬁned the theoretical
approach to analysis and chose social representations as a conceptual lens.
Our approach therefore combined theory-led and grounded analysis.
The following sections present our ﬁndings; ﬁrst, in terms of the emergent
structure of sustainability governance representations (the ‘Key features’
section) and then outlining the diversity of the content of such representations across our sample (the ‘Group-speciﬁc types’ section and the ‘A
spectrum’ section). Finally, we explore the relationships between
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governance representations and practices (the ‘Relationships’ section).
Here, we include a wide range of governance-related practices, notably
the various forms of engagement in a sustainability initiative and the
ways these were cast and enacted in relation to other societal actors but
also other political behaviours such as voting in elections.

Results
Key features of representations of sustainability governance
As expected, given the selection of study participants, we found overwhelmingly strong and almost consensual support for societal change towards
sustainability. Some interviewees called for fundamental changes, such as
the abolition of the growth paradigm. Other suggestions were rather limited
in scope and referred to speciﬁc governance mechanisms, e.g. food pricing
and building standards.
For many interviewees, their commentary on current sustainability governance and their thoughts on other, possibly more eﬀective approaches
arose from explicit dissatisfaction with current systems and practices. Some
interviewees had experienced this rather strongly as disillusion and alienation, and where it was coupled with distrust in speciﬁc actors or structures,
they often used it as an argument for a reduction in the role of these actors
or structures (see examples below). However, they usually did not express
these experiences in emotional terms, and only a few interviewees used
words such as ‘angry’, ‘sad’, ‘frustrated’ or even ‘worried’.
Although there was a striking diversity in our interviewees’ views on
existing and potential future governance arrangements, we found marked
similarities in the structure of their arguments. We interpret these patterns
as six major components of social representations of sustainability governance. Table 2 presents these components; they form the basis of our groupspeciﬁc analysis in the following section.
Group-speciﬁc types of social representations
Within our overall sample, a number of representations of sustainability
governance seemed to converge to recognisable, distinctive ‘types’. In line
with the theory of social representations, these appeared to be shared within
each of the study initiatives, often also with non-member interviewees in
the same locality, whilst allowing individual interviewees to express variations of these representations that were not always entirely congruent.
Here, we present a selection of social representations that typify the
views held in three of our study initiatives, chosen to exemplify diversity,
especially with respect to the degrees to which current governance was
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Table 2. Components of social representations of sustainability governance.
Component
Findings across entire sample
Sample quote (for illustration)
Key governance approaches ● Focus on diﬀerent governI think that the press and
and instruments for
educational institutions have
ance approaches depending
change
the most inﬂuential roles. They
on social context (e.g. radical
can build responsibility and
system change among the
the feeling that ‘things can be
Scottish student and the
diﬀerent’. (RO-M-#11-M-30)1

Galician initiatives; on individual lifestyle change in the
German case)
● Complemented by comments on cross-cutting and
supporting approaches (e.g.
education and information)
● Education as an essential
component of sustainability
governance but hardly ever
proposed as the sole or even
main approach

Key principles and values
related to sustainability
governance

● Key examples of positive
I genuinely think that society is
broken in Britain and in
values and principles: localiScotland; something big has to
sation, frugality, a long-term
change. [. . .] Just patterns of
perspective, solidarity, comownership and everything.
passion, personal freedom,
(SCO-M-#13-26-M)
equity, enjoyment,
enthusiasm
● Usually implicit, used as
arguments in favour of certain governance approaches
or as part of a critique of
existing ones

Cast of actors (roles and
interactions)

● Typical cast: general public, If there isn’t a civil society

policymakers, businesses,
local sustainability pioneers
(e.g. their own initiative) or
the local administration

pressuring politicians,
politicians will think only
about their business. (I-M-#2M-38)

● Often described in terms of
their typical behaviour, at a
generalised level
Implicit assumptions about ● Often complemented views
people, human behaviour
on speciﬁc actors
and society overall
● Could also refer speciﬁcally

to people in one’s own
country

I don’t think people are generally
stupid. People are very able to
learn once they have realized
for themselves that something
is right. I don’t believe that
people are inherently lazy and
addicted to consumption. (AM-#2-F-47)
Romania is completely
dissociated. There is an
individualistic political
behaviour, because in
Romania there is the belief
that everybody must support
their own family and put food
on the table. (RO-M-#11-M-30)

(Continued )
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Table 2. (Continued).
Component
Findings across entire sample
Sample quote (for illustration)
Social change: vision, how it ● While some portrayed
It can only be implemented if
happens, what is needed,
there is a crash, when simply
change as a gradual, increhow failure can be dealt
nothing is available anymore.
mental process, others used
with
No one wants to cut back. (Athe notion of ‘tipping points’
M-#4-M-57)
● Includes ideas of pathways
All of us could do something to
of change
change. Starting from
● Includes descriptions of
individuals; society is
political and social mechancomposed of individuals; if
isms through which these
individuals change, the entire
society may change. (I-M-#8-Fpathways might work (or
38)
fail)

● Includes notions of the
boundaries of achievable
change

One’s own role in
governance

● Both individually and as
I admire that [the initiative]. And
I want to cooperate in this
part of a collective
thing, because I think that the
● Individuals both as subjects
government is failing terribly
(and sometimes even vicin this whole discussion. (NLtims) of current governance
M-#10-M-53)
arrangements and agents of
change

Source: As derived from qualitative analysis of 105 interviews across 7 case studies.

rejected and grassroots action was seen as essential. The selection we
present here is by no means exhaustive of our data, nor is it meant to be
a generalisable typology of approaches to sustainability governance overall;
it includes representations of sustainability governance as emerging from
government-facilitated collective action from the bottom up, which the
members of the energy initiative in the Netherlands argued for; individual
action, as the interviewees within and around the Transition Town in
Germany put forward; and a managerial approach, which our participants
from the Scottish local authorities promoted. We loosely organised each of
these analyses according to the structure proposed in Table 2 (see Table 3
for summaries and additional illustrative quotes).
Building on collective action: bottom-up, with a facilitative government?
The interviewees from the energy initiative in the Netherlands (Table 3,
Column 2) saw joint action at grassroots level as key to achieving societal
change towards sustainability. They argued that governmental action alone
was not suﬃcient to bring about substantial change, and that citizens
should use their opportunities, take responsibility and play an active part
in sustainability governance. Some interviewees backed this up with
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statements that criticised governmental organisations for their incompetence in fostering societal change towards sustainability. They saw citizen
initiatives as stepping in where government failed, with the hope that others
would consider these a role model, and that government might eventually
take their cue from them.
Although our interviewees also discussed examples of individual action,
they tended to see community initiatives to allow citizens to achieve things
together that they could not achieve alone. However, our interviewees did
not regard citizen initiatives as a replacement for traditional government
but argued that grassroots action required facilitation by and support from
government, including ﬁnancial incentives, appropriate infrastructure and
information.
I think that in the Netherlands we can do much more if the government
provides ﬁnancial support. More subsidies, more participation, more
impulses for greening. . . (NL-M-#10-M-53)1

However, according to some interviewees, government was ineﬀective as a
facilitator and in some cases even did the opposite, stiﬂing enthusiasm and
progress made by grassroots organisations:
I still think that it is a success factor: Keep the government out [of your
initiative’s work] as long as possible, because they don’t have that creativity.
(NL-M-#12-M-55)

Participants saw their own role as that of frontrunners who set a positive,
concrete example to others, thereby mobilising their engagement for
sustainability.
Individual action: that is all we can do
By comparison, interviewees in the German sample seemed profoundly disillusioned by current governance arrangements: ‘I don’t vote, because I have
nothing to do with those people’ (D-NM-#5-M-55) (Table 3, Column 3). They
tended to see the entire system, including the economy, polity, society and
media, manifested in capitalism and mass consumption, as set up to prevent
sustainability transformations. Consequently, the entire system had to change
– but given current power structures and the resulting ‘lock-ins’, the system
was clearly not in a position to transform itself. Our interviewees thus
regarded standard ways of governance, such as regulations, pricing and
administrative approaches, as inadequate to achieve change.
Instead, they suggested two ways of change. First, and with small variations all in the German sample including the non-members interviewed
shared this view, change had to start at the individual level. While interviewees conceptualised this as building up the ‘critical mass’ needed to
achieve suﬃcient impact, they did not portray it as organised in any way

A managerial approach

In the sustainability context, government fails,
but citizens can step in. People can be
motivated by inspiring examples of
frontrunners

Frontrunners: develop alternatives, are example
for others. ‘Second wave’ is motivated by
frontrunners. Government will be inﬂuenced
by grassroots action

Social change: vision,
how it happens,
what is needed,
how failure can be
dealt with

Governmental actors: executors of business
Scottish Government: sometimes overrules
interests, stiﬂing; corporations: proﬁtlocal decisions; large companies: proﬁtmaximising; media: supporting governments
maximising; Local authorities: defenders of
and corporations; local businesses:
the public good; public: need protection
suppressed; public: passive
Overall system is oppressive: people being made Business interests have too much inﬂuence.
dependent, are trapped and have little room
Public is characterised by individualisation
for change
and car-based mobility culture.
Procedures and rules are leverage points
for behaviour change
Current system prevents any change. Individual- Incremental change, needs streamlining of
level change, building up to critical mass, is
sustainability objectives into all domains,
the only option – if this fails, system will
needs a structured approach to avoid
collapse and will then be able to be rebuilt in
loopholes
a more sustainable fashion

Government often ineﬀective or even stiﬂing,
should facilitate sustainable choices;
grassroots is creative and citizens can and
should initiate change

(Continued )

Caring for the public good, localisation, trust,
respect, integrity

Political participation, localisation and
decentralisation, equity, personal freedom

Statutory and regulatory processes

Innovation, creativity and freedom, citizens
should have ownership of their own
initiatives

Individual action
Individual-level change, non-organised; prosustainability education and information

Government-facilitated collective action

Joint grassroots action; government support
needed

Implicit assumptions
about people,
human behaviour
and society overall

Key governance
approaches and
instruments for
change
Key principles and
values related to
sustainability
governance
Cast of actors (roles
and interactions)

Component (see
Table 2)

Examples of group-speciﬁc types of social representations

Table 3. Overview of three group-speciﬁc social representations of sustainability governance.
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Examples of group-speciﬁc types of social representations

Government-facilitated collective action
Individual action
A managerial approach
‘It is mainly that they [the initiative] should keep ‘It’s probably going to be governed by hardship. ‘It’s all one small part of a really bigger
looking for ways to . . . to involve the younger
Because aﬄuence will not help us settle this.
transition, isn’t it? Because it’s so
residents more. And more generally, to
Solidarity among people is created by
complicated, there’s so many diﬀerent things
stimulate residents that still do less with
necessity. And I think we are going to face
going on, so many areas that are important,
sustainability. [. . .] The frontrunners and then
this, also here in Germany. [. . .] Humankind is
it’s just about all these incremental changes
the rest. And perhaps even broader, to the
beyond help. Humankind must fall down. The
of all these diﬀerent things and also about
surrounding districts.’ (NL-M-#11-M-46)
human being must lie with their face in the
public engagement and behaviour change as
dirt before they realise what’s happening.
well. It doesn’t happen overnight! Some
Unfortunately that is so.’ (D-NM-#2-M-39)
things are very slow and gradual.’ (SCO-M#6-F-37)
Initiative is frontrunner and role model
Both a victim of the system and a role model for Local authorities: key role in advancing change
others

(See the ‘Group-speciﬁc types’ section for detail).

One’s own role in
governance

Component (see
Table 2)

Table 3. (Continued).
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and emphasised personal freedom. The proposed approach was therefore
fundamentally diﬀerent from collective action:
People often focus on persuading others. Instead, they should just live the
way they think is right, then others will recognize that anyway. (D-M-#14M-40)

Education and provision of information would enable this process by
fostering the knowledge base of those individuals who wanted to adopt a
sustainable lifestyle and disseminating examples set by role models.
Second, if this process failed or did not proceed suﬃciently fast, radical
system change would happen quasi automatically. Several interviewees
predicted a collapse of the current system if overexploitation of resources
and rising inequalities were not stopped.
Key actors in this ﬁeld were, apart from ‘the EU’ and ‘government’, also
‘the corporations’, i.e. large businesses whose only goal was to maximise
proﬁts. Political actors were the executors of this ambition. Our interviewees saw the media as in cahoots with them, too, which made it diﬃcult for
individuals to develop alternative views. By contrast, the interviewees
regarded small local businesses, which could potentially play an important
role in a sustainable economy, as suppressed by both corporations and
governmental regulations. Local administration constrained pro-sustainability action, hampering e.g. the activities of community initiatives.
Following our interviewees, this cast of actors was embedded in an
oppressive system that gave individuals, who were dependent on their
salaries, consumption patterns and media-provided information, and therefore ‘trapped’, little room to live alternative lives.
In this vision of change starting from the individual, the interviewees
regarded themselves as victims of the current governance system, but also
as potential role models for the passive majority of the population that the
respondents perceived as being even more stuck in the existing system.
While some of the interviewees did actively share their views with others
in their initiatives, they also described how their views on sustainability
governance had been part of their lives for a long time. For many, it
appeared likely that their representations already existed in a similar form
before they joined the initiatives and that they expanded and reﬁned these
views through interactions within the wider network.
A managerial approach to sustainability governance
Our interviewees in the two Scottish councils framed governance largely in
relation to the role that local authorities played in the governance of societal
change towards sustainability (Table 3, Column 4). The emphasis and
almost exclusive attention that they gave to a managerial approach towards
sustainability governance was striking. They scarcely mentioned a need for
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more systemic change. Instead, our interviewees saw statutory and regulatory processes, especially local planning procedures, standards, assessments
and action plans, as important avenues to achieve ‘less unsustainability’
(SCO-M-#3-M-43).
A duty to care for the public good, localisation, trust, respect and
integrity were key principles that supported this approach. However, the
councils saw themselves faced by powerful antagonists. For interviewees
involved in local planning, these were the large construction and development companies and Scottish Government where it overruled local
planning decisions; for council staﬀ working in other ﬁelds, these were
businesses more generally and the car-based mobility culture that governed the local public. Companies could not exist ‘without making
money’ (SCO-M-#6-F-37), so the public good was simply not in their
interest. In this environment, local councils had to stand up for sustainability objectives.
The concrete means to work towards such aims were e.g. the streamlining of sustainability considerations into ‘procedures or safeguards to ensure
that is ﬁltered through where appropriate’ (SCO-M-#5-F-45), including also
the councils’ own work practices and resource use:
. . .but yes, embedding it as much as possible – interweaving is their favourite
phrase of the moment – as much as possible into everything and then a
healthy way should start to come forward. (SCO-M-#5-F-45)

This also included an extremely disciplined and structured process of
deﬁning local development plans, in response to expectations of the behaviour of other, antagonistic actors: as construction companies were likely to
ﬁnd and exploit any loophole, planners had to manage the planning process
tightly with tools such as Gantt charts. In line with this, societal change was
portrayed as gradual and incremental.
Our interviewees, whether directly engaged in sustainability matters (as a
sustainability oﬃcer) or indirectly (in a community development role), all
seemed to identify with their tasks and strived towards greater environmental, economic and/or social sustainability:
It’s trying to change things from the inside. Local Authorities have a key
role in creating less unsustainable communities. So it’s very much for me
trying to inﬂuence things from the inside, as an oﬃcer. (SCO-M-#3M-43)

However, they were well aware of the constraints of their approach: for
example, improving building standards was much more diﬃcult than
enforcing existing ones.
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A spectrum of representations: comparison and synthesis
Drawing on our overall sample, we identiﬁed several distinct representations of sustainability governance that were shared between initiative members and, in some instances, non-members. To illustrate this diversity, we
outlined three of these above. Here, we situate these in the wider spectrum
of representations that we found.
Representations expressed in our Galician and Italian samples featured a
combination of individual lifestyle change, grassroots collective action and
education. The Italian interviewees’ representation of sustainability governance was, in many ways, similar to the one of the Dutch energy cooperative:
respondents saw change as happening from the bottom up, but the support
of governments, especially local government, was also important.
By comparison, in our Austrian study case where the initiatives were an
explicit part of the regional sustainable development strategy and received
signiﬁcant support in the form of public funding and advice, representations built on the notion of a strong partnership between citizen activities
and government. This was much more pronounced than in the Dutch
energy cooperative, where several interviewees were very critical of the
role of the government.
Although many interviewees referred to systemic change as a hope and
ideal, they usually did not elaborate much. The Scottish students were
possibly clearest in their argument for radical system change. They essentially equated sustainability governance with the abolition of the paradigm
of economic growth and considered environmental and social issues as
intrinsically intertwined:
There is no socialism without environmentalism and there’s no environmentalism without socialism. (SCO-M-#11-M-21)

The students saw activism, including their own activities in their cooperative and through campaigns, as a contribution towards change. However,
while the students were clear in their overall vision, they had less ﬁrm ideas
about ways towards achieving change and eﬀectively doubted that radical
system change was likely and feasible. Current eﬀorts were, realistically, just
‘damage limitation’ (SCO-M-#11-M-21), and the students recognised that it
was easier to talk about radical change than to implement it. As this
student, calling himself a ‘theory communist’, put it:
. . .if I was gonna be in charge of policies I’d probably be really, really cowardly and a little bit more centrist. (SCO-M-#13-M-26)

Overall, while the social representations we identiﬁed across our sample
were characterised by diﬀerent (combinations of) governance approaches,
there were notable similarities between these representations. First,
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representations were built on dissatisfaction with the status quo, and the
extent and nature of this dissatisfaction was linked to the governance
approach that interviewees saw as a solution. For example, while Scottish
council staﬀ tended to believe that current governance structures just
needed to be improved and more strongly orientated towards sustainability
objectives, German interviewees were so fundamentally disillusioned that
they did not consider any structure eﬀective any more and instead saw
individual-level change as the only possible pathway.
Second, interviewees often attributed the role of sustainability antagonist
to companies, especially non-local or multi-national ones, while they
ascribed the role of sustainability protagonist to various actors depending
on the orientation of their representation. In most cases, citizen initiatives
took this latter role, but there were also strong voices that called for
individuals to act and those who emphasised the role that local authorities
could play.
Third, all study initiatives mentioned education, variously portrayed as
an engine of profound value change (Galicia, Austria, Italy), a way to heal a
broken society (Romania), or the means to complement, consolidate and
broaden change achieved at grassroots level (Romania, Germany).
However, from a critical perspective, we could also interpret some of
these as a way to project responsibility for change onto the next generation,
as in this 19-year old's statement about how societal consumption patterns
could be changed:
No, I honestly can’t see anything that there is [anything we can do about
this]. I think you can inﬂuence individual people and maybe teach kids and
maybe hopefully something sticks in but I think on the whole it’s really hard
to. . .. (SCO-NM-#9-F-19)

Relationships between governance representations and practices
In our data from interviews and workshops, we found three types of
relationships between governance representations, in particular the normative views that they entailed and governance-related practices. First, where
people had a positive view of certain governance aspects (e.g. where they
felt that the role of civil society should be stronger), this was often connected to behaviours that enacted or supported this aspect in practice, a
typical example being the active support of grassroots action. Second,
negative views on aspects of governance could be linked to resistance
against this aspect, as e.g. the Scottish Local Development Planner who
adapted his team management to reduce the likelihood of loopholes in the
development plan that self-interested businesses could exploit. Third, representation and practice could be misaligned where interviewees did not
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follow their own normative views. We will describe each of these types in
more detail below.
Related to the ﬁrst type of relationships, in those contexts where grassroots initiatives played a strong role in governance representations (including the Romanian, Spanish, Dutch Repair Café and Scottish student
samples), engagement in (or even the founding of) such an initiative was
a practice that clearly aligned with the interviewees’ governance representations. In the Scottish Local Authorities sample, several interviewees saw
themselves, in their professional roles, as actively contributing to the incremental change towards a more sustainable society that they had described.
Practices could also be related to negative evaluations of certain governance structures, usually those currently in place, and thus constitute resistance to these existing arrangements. For example, the Scottish students
deliberately chose the organisational model of a co-operative as the least
harmful way of trading goods within the existing (capitalist) system. One
German interviewee stressed that he refused to vote, out of a strong feeling
of alienation from the political system.
Governance practices and representations also often aligned – through
aﬃrmation or resistance – with respect to the ways in which ideas of a ‘cast
of actors’ (Tables 2 and 3) were enacted, and both representations and the
experience of previous practices were deeply entwined. For example, the
Dutch energy initiative was initially very careful to keep all governmental
actors at a distance to ensure its independence. Over time, the initiative
developed a positive relationship with the municipality and experienced
them as helpful in facilitating connections and synergies with other grassroots initiatives. This experience then found reﬂection in a more positive
view of the role of governmental actors as facilitators. By contrast, in the
German Transition Town, strong disillusionment with governmental actors
and the general focus on individual action (Table 3, Column 3) remained a
strong constitutive element of people’s relationships with other actors. At
the time of data collection (2015), the Transition Town had no systematic
or regular communication, meetings or even an oﬃce. There were no
hierarchical relations apparent, and very little eﬀort was put into cooperation with external actors. The ﬂexible and informal means of communication through social media and personal contact that allowed a large degree
of personal freedom suited the character of the initiative – a network of
individuals and small subgroups rather than a clearly structured group –
although its strong inward focus might have come at the cost of potential
impact and access to resources.
Generally, our ﬁndings illustrate the creative and dynamic edge of the
governance representations of the sustainability advocates we interviewed, oscillating between the existing and the potential translation
into practice. Their representations often seemed to have a creative
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function, working as a guiding vision that would transcend, sometimes
precede and sometimes align with actual practices. Practices would adapt
to representations (e.g. with respect to expectations of the behaviour of
other actors) and vice versa. The links between representations and
practices were thus complex: while some interviewees felt their views
predated their current practices and that their current social and organisational environment just oﬀered them the opportunity to enact their
representations, others developed their ideas and representations after
joining a group, through interaction with others. A member of the
Scottish student initiative illustrates parts of this complexity:
I think by the time I’d come into the end of my second year [. . .] I was very
ﬁrmly hard-left, anti-capitalist, pro free education and stuﬀ like that but I
hadn’t really developed much of a politic on sustainability or environmental
issues as much; and I think that from stumbling in and getting involved with
[the student initiative], that helped me kind of shape a bit more of a politic
on why I think it is necessary for us to make a shift towards renewable energy
and why it’s super-important that we stop relying on fossil fuels. But that’s
not something that had really shaped my politics before. (SCO-M-#11-M-21)

We then explored potential tensions and conﬂicts between governance
representations and practices, and our interviewees’ responses to such
tensions. Generally, through their engagement in existing sustainability
initiatives, the creation of spaces and organisational forms that they saw
as more sustainable (e.g. ecovillages and co-operatives) and other behaviours (e.g. refraining from voting), our interviewees enacted their representations at least to some extent, whether at the local or at the regional
level. However, the more transcendent parts of people’s representations
reached beyond these existing opportunities and did not ﬁnd reﬂection in
reality (yet). Representations and practices were thus often misaligned: our
interviewees had visions for future sustainability governance, but the
arrangements that they saw as desirable were, if they existed at all, still in
their infancy. Surprisingly, this misalignment did not seem to be a source of
cognitive or emotional conﬂict, or of signiﬁcant feelings of failure. Our
ﬁndings on the relationships between representations and practices thus
illustrate how governance representations that are transcendent and ‘visionary’, i.e. that include norms that diverge from the status quo, can be
important elements in processes of change. However, they also imply that
there are limits to the extent to which such representations, if enacted
largely through grassroots initiatives, can drive societal-level change.

Discussion
Our analysis suggests that our interviewees’ ideas of sustainability governance
could be usefully considered as distinctive – but neither necessarily clearly
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delineated nor comprehensive – representations that were shared with other,
like-minded people, within and beyond the initiatives. These shared representations seemed to have developed through interactions within the initiative,
and with non-member interviewees where these had contact with the initiative,
but we can assume that the shared experience of a similar cultural and political
background also played a role in shaping such representations.
In a data-driven, grounded way, we identiﬁed building blocks of sustainability governance representations that together made up a common structure of the representations expressed across our entire sample (Table 2).
While research on social representations has to date oﬀered little insight
into recurring structural patterns of representations (see Buijs et al. 2008 for
an exception related to representations of biodiversity), the structure we
found in our data is not entirely dissimilar to the one sometimes used in
environmental discourse analysis which also includes ‘agents and their
motives’, normative judgements and assumptions about relationships in
the natural system (Dryzek 2005, Doulton and Brown 2009). We propose
that the building blocks that we identiﬁed could also be useful for the
deconstruction of other governance representations, including those unrelated to sustainability or environmental change.
Social representations of sustainability governance do not develop in a
vacuum; they are embedded in wider societal discourses. We cannot here
expand on these links but highlight that governance representations have
strong political dimensions, e.g. in relation to the degree to which they evoke
contestation of or collaboration with existing arrangements, which in many
cases align with the discursive categories proposed by Bäckstrand and
Lövbrand (2006).
We thus found conceptual similarities between discourses and social representations regarding both structure and content but deliberately chose a social
representations lens as this allowed us to take the perspective of our interviewees and focus on the ways in which they make sense of sustainability
governance in sometimes incomplete and ‘messy’ ways. Thereby, we begin to
illustrate how a concept from social psychology – social representations – can
provide fruitful insights into shared understandings of governance.
Our third research question addressed relationships between governance
representations and practices in the context of change. Our ﬁndings provided us with a better understanding of the multiple and complex ways in
which representations and practices are entwined, and of the role of
transcendent representations in processes of change. Interestingly, unlike
Castro and Batel (2008) for legal innovation and Fischer et al. (2012) for
everyday resource use (see also Soneryd and Uggla 2015), we did not ﬁnd
that misalignment between representations and practices led to cognitive or
emotional conﬂict and related coping responses, such as discursive strategies to deal with the tension (Castro and Batel 2008). It might be that the
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transcendent nature of many people’s representations – i.e. a reality that
matched this representation did not seem to exist yet – meant that normative pressure to act in line with one’s representations might have been lower
than in situations where opportunities to act are already available (e.g. in
many areas of sustainable consumption). In addition, norms implied in
these visions of change were likely to be much more malleable and less
clearly deﬁned than those implied in top-down legal innovation (Castro
and Batel 2008), and, because of their malleability, less likely to provoke
cognitive or emotional conﬂict.
Taken together, our ﬁndings suggest that transcendent representations
can act as a motivator for relevant practices, such as engagement in an
initiative, when the opportunity arises. At the same time, governance
representations can change through the experience of a certain practice,
e.g. the positive experience of collaboration with another actor; representations will also change in interaction with others. Representations and
practices thus interact in producing (as well as being aﬀected by) change.
However, where practices diverge from representations, this does not
necessarily lead to a strong drive to instigate further governance change,
as such divergences seemed to be accepted. This may point to limits to the
transformative power of transcendent representations held by citizens.
Complementary and supporting action by other actors, such as governments, will thus be required to make larger societal change happen.
With a broader sample, including e.g. sustainability advocates from
cultural contexts with more radical traditions, the emerging representations
and their relationships with practices would have been even more diverse.
However, our ﬁndings illustrate that in the eyes of the sustainability ‘avantgarde’, there are many diﬀerent governance pathways to a more sustainable
society. Therefore, we recommend that political decision-makers actively
support a range of these pathways, rather than relying on a managerial
approach combined with support for only a very narrow set of community
groups (Aiken 2014). Encouraging diversity might also reduce disenfranchisement and mobilise citizens beyond those already active.

Note
1. Sources of quotes are labelled as follows: country code – member (M), nonmember (NM) of an initiative – identiﬁer of discussion/interview in country –
gender – approximate age; for country codes, see Table 1; F: female; M: male.
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